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Raise Your Leadership Confidence by Establishing these 3 Daily
Habits; Charity Village
Confidence grows when you further your knowledge and expose yourself
to new situations. To thrive as a leader, you will need to establish habits
that cultivate learning. You must challenge yourself to move beyond what
is comfortable. Learn 3 daily habits to raise your leadership confidence by
checking out this guide.

What Does an Effective Nonprofit Leader Look Like; Nonprofit
Answer Guide
NONPROFIT
ANSWER GUIDE

A strong nonprofit leader drives a sense of mission down through the
organization, upward into the Board and outward in to the community.
He or she is willing to do whatever it takes to enable the organization to
follow their mission effectively. Check out this 2-minute answer on what
an effective nonprofit leader looks like.

Leading a Nonprofit Organization; Strengthening Nonprofits
No matter your title or role, there are plenty of opportunities while
working at a nonprofit organization for you to serve as a leader. Whether
you are directing a board, chairing a committee, managing a team, or
coordinating a project, the goal is always the same — to lead effectively.
Read this guide for tips and tools on how to effectively lead a nonprofit.

The Nonprofit Leadership Development Deficit; Stanford Social
Innovation Review
Stanford Social
Innovation Review

Despite the many articles and numerous discussions about the need for
organizations to develop their human capital, too many nonprofits and
Boards continue to miss the answer to succession planning sitting right
under their noses—the homegrown leader. Read more about the
leadership development deficit affecting nonprofit organizations.

Top 10 TED Talks for Nonprofit Leaders; Classy Blog, TED Talks

+

Classy put together their top 10 TED Talks for nonprofit leaders - people
who are out there innovating, inspiring supporters, and creating impact
every day of the year, in places all over the world. These videos are filled
with ideas that will inform, assist, and inspire you as you strive to make a
positive impact in the best way you can.
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